With a contemporary stainless-steel front panel, durable metal frame, and a bright display, the Accademia embodies refined design aesthetics.

Anchored by one-touch, programmable push-button controls for espresso, hot water and milk outputs, the Accademia dispenses perfect beverages on demand.

Fully detachable, the Accademia’s Cappuccino System features an external milk circuit and sturdy carafe, which may be removed and refrigerated to keep your milk fresh.

With seven fully programmable beverage selections, the Accademia can create a variety of customized beverages. Set milk parameters for normal, minimum, maximum or no froth; as well as control beverage strength and volume. Best of all, with two dedicated boilers, you can brew and steam with no down time.

The Accademia features a removable brew group for hassle-free maintenance. It also has automated milk circuit cleaning and descaling cycles. This unit uses a Mavea Water Filter to remove minerals, including lead, copper and chlorine, and to prevent scale build up.
The Gaggia Brera features a compact design that is much more space efficient than most machines in its class. But don’t let its size fool you; this super automatic takes full advantage of advanced technology—allowing it to go toe-to-toe with the industry’s heavyweights.

The Brera has been designed to cater to those seeking convenience. All of the parts used for daily operations—the coffee bean container, grounds disposal, water tank, and drip tray—are accessible from the front of the machine for easy access and maintenance. In addition, dedicated icons for brewing and steaming functions have been color coded for quick reference.

The Brera’s mechanical functions are undeniably sophisticated. An Optidose feature lets you control the strength of your espresso; the machine can also memorize drink volume to deliver a truly customized beverage. In addition, you can use pre-ground or decaf coffee, thanks to the integrated bypass doser! But, should you wish to take advantage of the Brera’s grinding functions, the durable ceramic grinder won’t disappoint. Best of all, the innovative Brera uses the Gaggia Adapting System to monitor and automatically adjust the grind time, based on your beans, to deliver the exact quantity of coffee selected!